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Canadian military bases on foreign soil
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The Canadian Peace Congress condemns and calls for an immediate halt to the Canadian
government’s negotiations for military basing rights as part of the Operational Support Hubs
Network,  and  abrogating  and  renouncing  rights  already  negotiated  with  Germany and
Jamaica.  As  Defence  Minister  Peter  MacKay  has  already  admitted,  Canada’s  “military
tempo” is at the highest levels since the Korean War. Instead of opening the way for more
bombings and destruction with basing rights spread throughout the world, Canada should
reverse its military aggression, which is only in the interests of an imperialist minority and
against  the  interests  of  the  peace-loving  majority.  The  basing  agreements  allow  the
Canadian military to enter other countries at any time, violating the sovereignty of the host
country, in order to rain death and destruction on a third country.

Because US imperialism is getting exhausted from the resistance to its  occupations of
Afghanistan and Iraq as well as from the capitalist economic crisis, Canada has in MacKay’s
words  “become  a  go-to”  country  to  meet  the  global  demands  of  Canadian  and  US
imperialism. In other words Canada’s military is no longer just a reserve or junior partner but
a  spearhead  and  pioneer  of  imperialism.  In  particular  MacKay  cited  Haiti,  where  the
Canadian military helped overthrow the elected government, as well as Libya, where NATO
is intervening in a civil war and destroying the sovereignty of an African country and by its
own admission killing civilians,  perversely in the name of  a “Responsibility  to Protect”
civilians.

The Canadian government will not tell us, its own citizens, the content of these agreements
or exactly how many or which countries it is negotiating with. The only way the Canadian
people learned of a recent secret military base, Camp Mirage in the United Arab Emirates,
was when it was exposed as a consequence of the Canadian government excluding Arab
airlines  from  Canadian  destinations  in  favor  of  Canadian  business.  These  secret  and
undemocratic basing arrangements go hand in hand with Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s
further  subordination of  Canada to  Canadian corporate and US Imperialism’s  interests,
which mean even more wars and deaths the Canadian people are overwhelmingly opposed
to as in Afghanistan.

A broad peace movement mobilizing all Canadians who oppose the never-ending agenda of
wars and violations of sovereignty can stop and reverse these basing agreements and
Canada’s accelerating imperialism.
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that works for world peace and disarmament. We maintain that peace, not militarism and
war, is the guarantor of democracy, human rights, and social and economic justice. The
Congress is affiliated to the World Peace Council and is a founding member of the Canadian
Peace Alliance.

For more information on the Canadian Peace Congress, or to join, please contact:

Dave McKee

President, Canadian Peace Congress

dmckee@canadianpeacecongress.ca   

Canadian Peace Congress

125 Brandon Avenue, Toronto, ON M6H 2E2

Canada considering international bases – Peter MacKay

http://freenewfoundlandlabrador.blogspot.com/2011/06/canada-considering-international-ba
ses.html?  

Tuesday, June 07, 2011

According to recent comments from Defense Minister, Peter MacKay, Canada is reviewing
possible  sites  for  setting  up  bases  around  the  world  in  an  effort  to  better  position  the
military to respond to international missions. The Canadian Forces does “prudent planning,”
MacKay told reporters recently, taking into account its ability to participate in international
missions.
 “As we look out into the future what we obviously try to do is anticipate where and when we
will  be needed, but it’s difficult with any certainty, to make those plans, without talking to
other countries, without doing internal examinations,” Mackay said.
 
I’m  sure  Mr.  MacKay  is  correct  when  he  says  it’s  difficult  to  say  with  certainty  where  the
Canadian Forces will be needed but one place they are guaranteed to be needed going
forward is right here at home. That’s not something that’s in question. According to the
Montreal newspaper Le Devoir the Canadian Forces is in the process of negotiating to set up
bases under a program known as the Operational Support Hubs Network. They’ve reportedly
already completed negotiations with Germany and Jamaica, and are in talks with Kuwait,
Senegal, Kenya or Tanzania, Singapore and South Korea. [ . . . ]
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